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Pax helps your
home breathe

On one important point you and your house are very
similar – you both need to breathe to feel good. You may
breathe instinctively, without even thinking about it, but
your house often needs a little help with air exchange.
When choosing a ventilation solution, you should
demand high quality in terms of reliability, energy consumption, ease of installation and service, automatic
functions and not least, a really quiet noise level.
In this brochure you will find the Pax products that
meet all these criterias and help you create a good air
balance in your home.
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What exactly is
ventilation and
how does it work
in your home?

Indoor air must be continously replaced –
humid and pollutant air must be removed
and new, fresh air must replace it. This is
essential for the well-being of both people
and buildings.
Poor ventilation is often first noticeable in
the bathroom. Odours linger for an unnecessarily long time after you’ve used the toilet,
and the mirror might stay steamed up for
quite a while after you’ve taken a shower.
Millions of houses would have a better
climate with Pax ventilation solutions.
Relatively new houses often have a central
ventilation system, but a considerable
number of existing houses rely on natural ventilation. This means that the air is
supposed to be replaced with the help of only
vents and natural leaks/gaps in the structure
of the buildings.
This often worked well in the past. But we
live differently today compared to 40 or 50
years ago. Modern houses lack natural air
leakage and are fitted with additional insulation. Today’s lifestyle includes spending
more time indoors and more frequent
showers.
Have you switched to a heat pump or
district heating?
In recent years many house owners have replaced their old oil-fired boilers and installed
better heating systems, such as a geothermal
heating system or district heating. The new
heating systems have major advantages, but
what many people don’t know is that natural
ventilation can deteriorate substantially
when the old oil boilers are replaced.

The warm chimney acted as a “motor” in
natural ventilation systems. If you remove
the boiler, the chimney goes cold, which
has a negative impact on the ventilation in
the entire house. In contrast to what many
people think, a normal air heat pump does
not improve the ventilation in the house. If
it feels damp, and perhaps smells a little, the
ventilation is certainly insufficient.
Do I need ventilation?
When you install fans and vents or exhaust-/
supply air units from Pax, you are ensuring
air circulation* in your home. In this way,
you can prevent the appearance of moisture
damage which often leads to expensive
repairs.
Above all though, you will primarily
improve the health and well-being of those
living in the house.

Five signs of poor ventilation
1.		 Your bathroom mirror remains 		
steamed up for a long time after a
bath or shower.

Supply air
Fresh air in.
Bedroom, living room,
general space etc.

2.		 Odours linger for a long time after
use of the toilet.
3.		 The bottom of your bedroom 		
window is steamed up when you
wake up in the morning.

Exhaust air
Bad air out.
Toilet, bathroom,
shower room etc.

4.		 You wake up with a headache and
the air quality feels poor in your
bedroom.

Transferred air
Air from room to room.

5.		 The house feels stuffy or smells
unpleasant. (You can often get used
to unpleasant odours and not notice
them. Ask friends whether they can
smell any odours in your home.)

Excess heat
Distribution of
excess heat.

Heat
The heat in the room
meets the supply air

Let the whole house breathe

One single Eos makes a big difference.
If you live in a house built with natural ventilation, you should definitely take a closer
look at Pax Eos.
One single Eos makes a difference to the
whole house, not just one room. Start with
one in the bathroom, and why not add another
in the basement, perhaps in the laundry room?
We promise that you’ll feel the difference!
Learn more about Eos on pages 19-25

Plan properly
When you install a ventilation solution
from Pax, you should consider the building
as a whole. Make sure the whole building
is ventilated, and not just the shower for
example. If air can circulate freely around
the building you will be better able to keep
yourself and the house in the best shape.
The picture above shows how a house with
natural draught ventilation can achieve good
air circulation using Pax fans and vents.
With Pax Eos, exhaust- and supply air unit
with heat recovery, the ventilation planning
is somewhat different. Learn more about Eos
on pages 19-25

Expensive?
Lack of ventilation can be really expensive.
For example, how highly do you value your
own and your family’s health? Pax fans and
vents can often be simply installed using
ventilation ducts already in place, which in
turn leads to low installation costs.
A small investment that provides great
benefit.

Supply air, fresh air in 4
All air extracted with fans must be replaced,
via vents, with fresh air from outside.
The vents should be positioned high up on
the wall, preferably above a window. The rising warm airflow from a radiator minimises
the risk of cold draughts in the room.
Rooms larger than 25 m2 should be
equipped with two or more vents.

Do not slow the transferred air down 4
The air must be able to pass freely from the
clean areas (bedroom, living room, etc.) to
the areas equipped with fans. So make sure
that the air is free to circulate between the
rooms. We recommend the Pax transfer air
device.
Exhaust air out 4
Fans must be positioned such that the
contaminated air is ventilated out as close to
the source of the contaminationas possible
(bathroom, WC, laundry room), without
passing through any other rooms.

* Air circulation: A rule of thumb is that the air in
your home should be replaced every two hours.
4
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Pax fan
– a concept for more than 40 years
Bathroom fan, wet room fan, exhuast air fan – dear child
has many names, all of which are synonymous with Pax-fan.
There is an exclusive range of products that through its place
on the market has become its own concepts, a Pax-fan 		
definitely falls into that category.
In 1973 Pax launched Sweden's first extractor air fan that
was made and approved for wet rooms. The fan helped to
remove moisture and pollutant air more quickly, and today,
Pax extractor fans can be found in millions of bathrooms.
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Pax Passad®
Scandinavia's most
sold bathroom fan

Secure – Safe – Environmentally
friendly
The Pax Passad range are manufactured
from carefully selected materials with an
extremely low environmental impact. The
fans are naturally recyclable. Pax Passad is,
among other things, a product recommended by Sunda Hus, a Swedish organisation in
favour of sustainable development.
For your peace of mind, each Pax products undergoes thorough quality and safety
testing. To highlight our commitment, we
provide a five-year warranty for Pax Passad.

Eight advantages of choosing
Pax Passad
1. Quiet 17-21 dB (A) 3m.
2. Efficient, 95 m3/h free blowing.
3. Easy to install and use.
4. Energy saving, max 4 W.
5. Environmentally friendly, recycable.
6. Safe - each fan undergoes thorough
quality and safety testing.
7. Developed and manufactured in
Sweden.
8. 5 years warranty

Ø172
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Trouble-free use
The design of Pax Passad makes it extremely
easy to both mount and use. Generously
sized frames facilitate the installer’s job and
cleaning is a simple task, without need for
any tools.
The fans’ integrated and smart control
functions give you trouble-free ventilation
and help your house breathe where it is needed most. The result is an indoor environment
that makes you and the house feel good.

Models
The good basics in the form of, e.g. extremely
quiet operation, high efficiency, environmentally friendly materials and negligible
energy consumption, are fantastic properties
common to all fans in the Pax range.
The Pax Passad range is of course approved
for installation in wet areas..

73

Experience and smart technology
We have developed the Pax Passad range so
that you can easily find a model to meet your
home’s fan requirements. We have made use
of all our knowledge, more than 50 years’
experience and the absolute latest in control
technology.
Pax Passad meets the most stringent requirements and functions that installers and
users demand of a modern quality fan.

90

52

90
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Pax Passad® multi

Pax Passad® 30

Fully automatic, control-free fan, basic ventilation
Built-in multi-pole switch

Pax Passad multi works fully automatically and trouble-free without
no need for manual control knobs to make manual settings. .
The fan has a default setting for continuous flow at low speed,
creating a stable and healthy air circulation that has a positive effect
on the indoor climate as a whole.
With an intelligent self-adjusting automatic humidity control and
integrated presence sensor (no need for any extra pull switch), the
air flow is optimised based on the ventilation need. The fan also has
connectable automatic airing function.
Pax Passad multi
Item no.
1870-1
E-no.
9302369
RSK no.
8758479

Functions
Fully automatic. Runs at three speeds:
– Low speed 					
(basic flow/basic ventilation).
– Medium speed 				
(run-on via presence sensor).
– High speed 					
(activated via humidity sensor or
manual start via switch).
Airing function, connectable

Rh%

Rh%

IR

IR

Light

Light

Timer

Timer

Humidity control and presence sensor

Pax Passad 30 is perfect for bathrooms in houses which have natural
draught ventilation (ceilings), or in houses where the mechanical
exhaust air system requires some help.
The fan starts if a presence sensor (no need for an extra pull switch)
detects movement or rapid light changes are detected in the room, or
when the humidity level exceeds the set value.

Speed 1, 2, 3

Pax Passad 30
Item no.
1855-1
E-no.
9302366
RSK no.
8758476

Placement
Fits in own separate duct Ø100
– with natural draught ventilation (ceiling).
– without natural draught ventilation (external wall).

Placement
Fits in own separate duct Ø100
– with natural draught ventilation
(ceiling).

Multi-pole switch: integrated
Accessories
Backdraught shutter Passad (8125-1):
For retrofitting if the fan is mounted in a duct without
natural draught ventilation, i.e. external wall, and
should only be used for occasional use. Or if it's
connected for airing function.

Rh%

Light

All you need in one complete exhaust air package

Timer

The Pax Passad multi package is supplied complete with a
Pax Passad Multi fan, two wall pipes (100 mm diameter), a
white external wall grille and a backdraught shutter .
The exhaust air package is designed to be installed directly
in an external wall and is suitable for wall thicknesses of
60–320 mm.

Humidity control and presence sensor, back draught shutter

The Pax Passad 31 exhaust fan with backdraught shutter is mainly
designed to improve ventilation in different parts of homes that have
another existing system for basic ventilation (e.g. mechanical exhaust
air ventilation).
The fan starts if a presence sensor detects movement or rapid light
changes are detected in the room, or when the humidity level exceeds
the set value.

Pax Passad 31
1860-1
Item no.
9302367
E-no.
8758477
RSK no.

Functions
- Humidity control
- Run-on through presence sensor
- Switch-controlled with or without
timer function
Placement
Fits in own separate duct Ø100
– without natural draught ventilation
(external wall).

Pax Passad® 60+

Rpm

Pax Passad 60+ is designed for continuous flow with the aim of
creating constant air circulation. A suitable level for the basic flow
is set via the integrated variable speed control.
In addition the the fan has a control function that automatically
forces the fan to maximum flow, whenever the moisture level
exceeds the set value.
Can also be connected/installed in parallel for manual (switchcontrolled) changeover between the basic flow and maximum flow.
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Multi-pole switch: sold separately
Accessories
– Nose cone Passad (8126-1):
For retrofitting if the fan is mounted
in a duct with natural draught 		
ventilation, e.g. ceiling

Pax Passad® 00

Humidity- and speed control, basic ventilation

Functions
- Stepless speed control
- Humidity control
- Switch-controlled with or without
timer function

Accessories
Backdraught shutter Passad (8125-1):
For retrofitting if the fan is mounted in
a duct without natural draught ventilation, i.e. external wall

* Note: A backdraught shutter has a negative effect if the fan is installed
in a ventilation duct with natural ventilation (e.g. ceiling).

Pax Passad multi package
Item no.
1875-1
9302370
E-no.
8758480
RSK no.

Pax Passad 60+
Item no.
1865-2
9302379
E-no.
RSK no.
8758486

Multi-pole switch: sold separately

Pax Passad® 31
IR

Pax Passad® multi package

Functions
- Humidity control
- Run-on through presence sensor
- Switch-controlled with or without
timer function

Rh%
Timer

Placement
Fits in own separate duct Ø100
– with natural draught ventilation (ceiling).
– without natural draught ventilation (external wall).
Multi-pole switch: integrated

On/Off

Start and stop using a switch

Wet room fan for installation in a duct with natural ventilation
(ceiling). Designed for manual control using a switch. 		
Can be combined with control equipment installed externally, e.g.
– Pax thermostat
– External timer.

Pax Passad 00
Item no.
E-no.
RSK no.

1850-1
9302365
8758475

Functions
- Start/stop using a switch
Placement
Fits in own separate duct Ø100
– with natural draught ventilation
(ceiling).
– Continuous flow
(external wall)

Multi-pole switch: sold separately
Accessories
– Backdraught shutter Passad (8125-1):
For retrofitting if the fan is mounted
in a duct without natural draught
ventilation, i.e. external wall.
– Thermostat (8155-1)
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Pax original accessories
for fans and vents.

Backdraught shutter Passad
For Pax Passad 00, 30 or multi.
For retrofitting when installing fans in ducts
without natural ventilation *.
A requirement for this is that another
ventilation system must manage the basic
ventilation flow of the building.

Nose cone Passad
For Pax Passad 31.
Fitted if necessary to replace the backdraught shutter on Pax Passad 31 when it is
connected to a ventilation duct with natural
ventilation.

Item no.
E-no.
RSK no.

Item no.
E-no.
RSK no.

8125-1
9302371
8758481

Cover plate Passad
Used as a mounting plate/supporting frame
when the fan does not cover the duct opening. For openings of max. 160 mm diameter.

Item no.
E-no.
RSK no.

8143-4
9302374
8758327

* Note: A backdraught shutter has a negative
effect if the fan is installed in a ventilation
duct with natural ventilation.
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8126-1
9302372
8758482

Spacer frame Passad
Places the fan 52 mm from the surface.
Makes it possible to install fans in ducts that
are smaller than 100 mm diameter or are too
narrow for normal installation with an insert.

Item no.
E-no.
RSK no.

8145-1
9302375
8758335

Multi-pole switch Passad
For building into Pax Passad 00, 30 and 31.
According to the standard for household
products, EN 60 335-1, it must be possible to
isolate these from the electricity network.

Wall pipe Ø100
Cutable Ø100 mm wall pipes in ABS plastic
for installation in openings to Pax fans and
external wall grilles.
Construction length 150 mm.

External wall grille Ø100
The external wall grille is installed on the
facade of the building and fits Pax fans, vents
and wall pipes/spiral ducts with a 100 mm
diameter connection. Available in white,
black and red versions.

Windbreaker hood
Weather protection when mounting in
combination with Pax external wall grille.
Supplied in grey, ABS plastic that can be
painted over, as well as exclusive versions in
copper or stainless steel.

Item no.
E-no.
RSK no.

		
Item no.
E-no.
RSK no.

		
Item no.
E-no.
RSK no.

		
Item no.
E-no.
RSK no.

8104-3
9302373
8758326

2-pack
8157-1
9302307
8757978

1-pack
5913-1
9302442
8758148

Vit
8156-1
9302304
8758086

Svart
8156-2
9302305
8758085

Röd
8156-3
9302306
8758087

Grå
8158-1
9302308
8757979

Koppar
8158-3
9302322
8758124

Rostfritt
8158-4
9302323
8758125

Roller shutter
External wall grille with shutter. Prevents air
flow in the opposite direction when the fan is
turned off. Fits 100 mm diameter ducts.

Internal wall grille
Simple to install with tension springs for
attaching to pipe. For installing in pipes sized
Ø90 – Ø140 mm.

Transferred air device Ø100 and Ø125
Discreet universal grille for openings for
Ø100 or Ø125 mm ducts.

Item no.
E-no.
RSK no.

		
Item no.
E-no.
RSK no.

		
Item no.
E-no.
RSK no.

8124
9302434
8757967

Vit
8153
9302448
8757970

Krom
8154
9302449
8757971

Speed and power controller
For Pax Viaduct and Duct Fans.
For regulating the speed of the fans.

Thermostat
For Passad 00 and Viaduct.
External thermostat for temperature-		
controlled switching on of the fan. 		
Suitable for heat recovery, for example.

Item no.
E-no.
RSK no.

Item no.
E-no.
RSK no.

8134
9302447
8757968

Ø100
8909-6
9302444
8758332

Ø125
8909-8
9302445
8758333

8155-1
9302340
8757980
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Pax Eos – Ventilation
with heat recovery

The intelligent ventilation unit
Pax Eos, which we have developed for easy installation in both old and new houses. It naturally
removes both moisture and pollutant air, but also
creates a better indoor climate – not just in the
bathroom but also in the adjacent rooms. If you
have a house with natural ventilation, you will
notice a big difference.
Pax Eos has many automatic functions that
work together to consistently provide optimal
ventilation. It works continuously, and its smartest
feature of all is that it recovers the heat of the house
and therefore saves energy.

Pax Eos unique advantages

One single Eos makes a big difference

• Adjustable moisture control.

If you live in a house built with natural ventilation, you should definitely take a closer look at
Pax Eos.
One single Eos makes a difference to the
whole house, not just one room. Start with one
in the bathroom, and why not add another in
the basement, perhaps in the laundry room?
We promise that you’ll feel the difference!
Naturally, Eos also improves ventilation
in apartments. Ask your landlord or landlady
what ventilation your apartment currently has.

14

• Compact exhaust- and supply air unit 		
with heat recovery.
• Approved for use in wet rooms.
• Easy to install
• For both ceiling or wall mount.
• Unique mounting plateenables one person
to manage the work unaided.
• No condensate drainage.
• Silent and very low energy consumption.
• 75–80% efficiency.
• Easy-to-change filters.

15

Pax Eos 100H and 100

Exhaust- and supply air unit with heat recovery

Two versions of Eos are available, one with and one without a
preheating function. The model with preheating (Eos 100H) gives
you an extra advantage when the weather is cold: before the cold
outside air comes into the house, Eos preheats it to at least 18°C so
that it is nearly at normal room temperature right from the start.
This creates a pleasant indoor environment and saves energy.
If you want the Eos 100H to automatically run as economically as
possible when it’s cold outside, you select the Eco setting. If instead
you want an automatically even inflow of pleasant incoming air at
18°C, you switch over to Comfort mode.

No condensate drainage
Eos needs no condensate drainage, because the intelligent operation
of the unit regulates the airflows so that condensation does not occur.

Pax Eos replaces
the air and
retains the heat.

Saves both heat and money
One of the great features of Eos is that it
harnesses the heat of the house and reuses it,
which is economical and creates a pleasant
environment.
This is how it works:
The heated air of the house is drawn into
Eos. Before it is sent out, it is used to heat
the incoming fresh air, so that most of it is
already heated when it enters the building.
Eighty percent of the heating cost is
reused
The efficiency of Eos is up to 80 percent,
which means that 80 percent of what you
spend on heating heats the house again and
again. A good investment for you and the
environment.

Adjustable airflow, for large and
small houses
All homes are different. That’s why with Pax
Eos, the airflow is adjustable in three fixed
stages: 20, 40 or 60 cubic metres per hour.
Put simply, you could say that larger
homes need a greater airflow than smaller
ones. As a rule of thumb, the air in your home
should be replaced every two hours.
More automation that makes
Eos intelligent
As you’ve already realised, Pax Eos is an
intelligent little ventilation unit. All Eos
models have a moisture control function that
automatically increases the airflow when you
take a shower or bath, for example. When the
moisture has disappeared, the flow returns to
its preselected setting.
Looks after itself
The settings on Eos rarely need adjusting.
If an adjustment nonetheless becomes
necessary, it can easily be made using the
remote control that comes with the unit.

16
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Ø100

Ø100

85

Ø100

Pax Eos 100 - without preheater
Item no.
1110-1
E-no.
9302120
6724022
RSK no.

85

595

85

340

Pax Eos 100H - with preheater
Item no.
1110-2
E-no.
9302121
6724023
RSK no.

720

85

Changing the filter
To guarantee really high air quality and function, Eos has double
filters. They are easy to change yourself, and you should change
them once every six months – Eos will inform you when.
The standard filters can be bought via our distributors/resellers.

167

191

Robust quality
Pax Eos is a robust construction, built to withstand cold climates.
It has been tested by TÜV and is certified for the S Mark by Intertek
Semko. It is double-insulated and has an IP rating of IP24. It has
an EC motor, in other words, a brushless DC electric motor that is
incredibly reliable.

Indoors

Outdoors

E.g. bathroom

E.g. bedroom

0°C

15°C

Outdoor air/
Fresh air
Supply air/
Fresh heat
recovered air

5°C

20°C

Exhaust air/
Used air
Extract air/
Poor air
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In the pictures below you can see examples
of ventilation solutions for two different
layouts. You can also combine Eos with
traditional Pax fans. In this case you also
need to install supply air vents.
Keep in mind that the air is able to circulate freely between the rooms to ensure good
air circulation.

Eos

Layout
Example
48m2 and 100m2

Moves air in both directions
Eos does not just remove stale air, it also
brings in new, fresh air from outside.
As Eos removes stale air from a room (the
bathroom, for example) and brings new,
fresh air into another room (a bedroom, for
example), it improves the climate in several
rooms at the same time.

Outdoor air entrance at facade. Fresh air.
Heat recovered supply air from Pax Eos.
Headed in the air duct to adjacent room.
Transferred air that travels back to the bathroom.
Make sure that the air can circulate freely between
the rooms. We recommend transfer grilles in the
doors or walls.
Extract air into Pax Eos The heat recovery
efficiency is between 75-80 percent.
Exhaust air oultlet at facade. Used air.

Eos

Eos

18
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Pax Eos Kit
Simple and attractive
installation

Pax Eos kit external wall

For running outdoor air and exhaust air pipes to and from Eos to
external walls. Includes external wall grille and 100 mm diameter
insulated, sound-absorbent pipes.
Pax Eos kit external wall
8403-2
Item no.
E-no.
9302101
6724075
RSK no.

Pax Eos kit external corner

F0r installation in external corners. Includes a 100 mm diameter
elbow, pipe socket and external corner panel that is mounted on the
outside of the pipe for discreet and stylish installation; supplement
with telescopic ducting to connect to other pipework..
Pax Eos kit external corner
Item no.
8403-3
E-no.
9302103
RSK no.
6724076

Pax Eos kit internal corner
Smart solutions makes Eos easy to install
Pax Eos doesn’t take up much space. In addition it
can be installed in a number of ways, ensuring that
both ducting and electrical wiring can be installed
as neatly as possible. The unit can be wall-mounted
or ceiling-mounted.
You can do most of the installation work yourself, or use the services of a professional for the
entire installation. (The unique mounting plate
enables one person to manage the work unaided.
To make the installation as simple and attractive
as possible, the connections are adapted to standard spiral ducts with a diameter of 100 mm, which
are simply pushed into place on Eos

Discrete and attractive channel system
We offer a smart and attractive channel system to
hide ducting from room to room– Pax Eos kit. With
one click you can fit the channel system onto the
spiral ducting to create a discrete and attractive
installation.
The channel system fits most of the ducting
because the panels and ducting are telescopic,
avoiding the need to saw sections to size for an
exact fit. Naturally, attractive corner solutions that
are easy to fit are also available as accessories.
On the next page you will find various standard kit assembled with selected parts. The range
includes additional separate parts for different
installation needs.

For installation in internal corners. Includes a 100 mm diameter
elbow, pipe socket and internal corner panel that is mounted on the
outside of the pipe for discreet and stylish installation; supplement
with telescopic ducting to connect to other pipework.
Pax Eos kit internal corner
Item no.
8403-4
E-no.
9302105
RSK no.
6724077

Pax Eos kit 500-1190 mm

Telescopic ducting and panels, Lenghts between 500 mm and
1190 mm. Includes telescopic ducting, panel system, panel
mounts, pipe socket and cable ties.
Pax Eos kit 500-1190
Item no.
8403-5
E-no.
9302106
6724078
RSK no.

Pax Eos kit 1100-1790 mm

Telescopic ducting and panels, Lenghts between 1100 mm
and 1790 mm. Includes telescopic ducting, panel system,
panel mounts, pipe socket and cable ties.
Pax Eos kit 1100-1790
Item no.
8403-7
E-no.
9302107
RSK no.
6724079

Pax Eos kit sound absorber

For extra sound absorption, adjustable length (300–550 mm).
Includes a 100 mm diameter sound-absorbent pipe, panel system,
panel mounts, pipe socket, nipple and cable ties.
Pax Eos kit sound absorber
Item no.
8403-8
E-no.
9302109
RSK no.
6724080

Sound absorber (sold separately)
Item no.
8903-1

Pax Eos kit supply air vent

for installing supply air vents in adjacent rooms. 			
Includes supply air vent and pipe socket.
Pax Eos kit supply air vent
Item no.
8403-9
E-no.
9302110
RSK no.
6724081
20

Supply air vent (sold separately)
Item no.
2907-1
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Pax Vents – As important as the
bathroom fan for ventilation.

Pax Wall vents

Complete supply air package

Pax Supply Air package is a complete package solution for installing
vents in external walls. The package contains wall vent (manual or
thermostatically controlled), wall pipe and a white exterior wall
grating. The wall pipe can be lengthened or cut to fit thicker or
thinner walls (max wall thickness: 370 mm).
– Round or square hood
– Duct sizes Ø 80 mm or Ø 100 mm.
– Manual or thermostatically controlled
Supply Air Package with thermostatically controlled shutter
The thermostat sense the temperature of the incoming air and
automatically adjust the size of the shutter opening
Maximum air opening stays at +10°C or warmer. The shutter
opening reduces when temperature falls., the shutter closes at -5°C.

In many homes with natural draught ventilation
supply air is a forgotten chapter. In order to create
good air circulation, bathroom fans are needed to
pass the exhaust air out from the wetrooms (bathroom, WC, laundry room). However, it is only when
equivalent amounts of air are supplied into a building that the breathing process becomes balanced.
Pax Supply Air Vents allow the correct amount
of air to flow into buildings in a controlled manner.
The vents are installed in the dry areas (bedroom,
living room, workroom, childrens room).
Choose between Pax Wall Vents and Pax Window
Vents, both of which are designed to effortlessly
provide natural air dispersal.

– Take control of where the air enters.
By mounting vents in the right place, you can 		
for example get rid of unwanted draught along 		
the floor.
– Always place the vents high up on the wall.
If you have radiators under the windows, 		
mount the vents above the windows.
If you have underfloor heating, the vents 		
should preferably be placed a few feet away 		
from the window.
– Designed to control the supply air flow and thus
minimize the risk of cold draught.
– Easy to install and to clean.

Supply Air package Ø100
thermostat round
Item no.
2602-6
E-no.
9302467
RSK no.
8758168

Supply Air package Ø100
thermostat square
Item no.
2602-8
E-no.
9302469
RSK no.
8758170

Supply Air package Ø80
thermostat round
Item no.
2601-6
E-no.
9302455
RSK no.
8758156

Supply Air package Ø80
thermostat square
Item no.
2601-8
E-no.
9302457
RSK no.
8758158

Wall vents with round or square hood.
Ø 80 mm or Ø 100 mm.
Manual or thermostatically controlled

Supply Air Package with manually controlled shutter
An adjustable shutter controls the manuall shutter opening by a
lever. For after assembly, a thermostat cartridge is available ( 2702-1).
Supply Air package Ø100
manual round
Item no.
2602-5
E-no.
9302466
8758167
RSK no.

Supply Air package Ø80
manual square
Item no.
2602-7
E-no.
9302468
RSK no.
8758169

Supply Air package Ø80
manual round
2601-5
Item no.
E-no.
9302454
8758155
RSK no.

Supply Air package Ø80
manual square
Item no.
2601-7
E-no.
9302456
8758157
RSK no.

Pax Window vents

Pax Window vents consists of an indoor unit and an outdoor unit
that is mounted on the window frame or sill. Do-it-yourself assembly,
holes or slits for air intake are made with a template.
Window vents are easy to install in the upper part of the window.
They have adjustable airflow and discreet design in aluminum or
plastic.
Pax Window vents are available in three versions, designed for
different ventilation requirements. The outdoor unit is equipped
with an insect grille.
Pax Window vent AW-40
Indoor unit, white plastic, 411x19 mm
Outdoor unit, white plastic, 411x17 mm
Item no.
2901-1
E-no.
9302312
8758191
RSK no.
Pax Window vent BW-20
Indoor unit, aluminum, 368x22 mm
Outdoor unit, white plastic, 365x22 mm
2902-1
Item no.
E-no.
9302314
RSK no.
8758193
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Pax Window vent CW-40
Indoor unit, aluminum, 455x15 mm
Outdoor unit, aluminum 411x17 mm
Item no.
2903-1
E-no.
9302316
8758195
RSK no.

Window vent AW-40

Window vent BW-20

Window vent CW-40
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Most common
questions to our
customer support

1. Where should the fan be placed for
best usage?
In a space where the air is polluted in some
way. For example in a bathroom, laundry
room, garage, home workshop.
2. Where can a Pax fan be installed?
Pax exhaust fans are approved for installation within the shower area, IP44. Mount as
high as possible.
3. When is continuous air exchange
needed?
In areas where you normally reside, the air
should be exchanged every two hours. Both
you and your house benefits from a continuous air exhange.
4. When should I choose a fan with a
backdraught shutter?
When mounted in its own separate channel
lacking natural draught ventilation, such as
exterior wall. Used primarily to boost existing ventilation if your property has another
existing system of basic ventilation , for
example mechanical exhaust ventilation.
Note! A backdraught shutter is directly harmful if the fan is mounted in a duct with natural
ventilation (such as ceilings).
5. How do I ventilate my attic or house
foundation?
These spaces aquires individual actions and
there is no general answer to this question.
Contact an authorized ventilation adviser for
individual advice.
6. Condensation water is dripping from
my fan in the ceiling. What could be the
reason?
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When warm and moist air from the exhaust
fan passes through a cold spiral duct, for
example, condensation occurs. All exhaust
air ducts should be insulated, make sure you
insulate the pipes about 100 mm to avoid
condensation.
7. Can I install a Pax fan by myself?
You can do some parts yourself, consult a
specialist regarding placement and channel
routing. Carefully read the user and installation guide. Note! All fixed installation should
be installed by a qualified technician.
8. In which rooms should I place supply
air vents?
Supply air vents are suitable for areas where
we spend a lot of time, for example living
room, bedroom and dining room. They
should be placed high up on the wall.
9. How do I know if the needs more
supply air vents?
You feel tired, fog on the bedroom window,
trapped odor, difficulties lightening the
fireplace, draught along the floor.
10. Which supply air vent is most suitable - window or vall vent?
Wall vent are preferrable. It gives a better and
a more even air flow. Window vents are used
when it is difficult to place the vent on a wall.
11. Where in the window should the
vent be placed?
The window vent should be installed in the
upper part of the window, in the frame or
window sash.

Dictionary –
good to know

12. How much space can one wall vent
supply?
A wall vent Ø100 can supply a room up to
24m2. Bigger room - more vents.
13. Can I install supply air vents by
myself?
Yes, carefully read the user and installation
guide before.
14. What are IP-areas?
When you install an electrical device in
a bathroom or another room with water
fittings, you need to consider the IP-areas.
Each electrical devisce is labeled with protection class (IP-class) which shows how it is
protected from water and dust. The wet areas
are divided in three IP-areas where each area
have a lowest allowed IP-class.
It is always the qualified technician who
decides where in the wet area the installation
can be placed.
15. What is CE- och S-marking?
The CE-marking is a legal demand within EU. By labeling the product with the
CE-mark, the manufacturer certifies that
the product approves the product safety
demands within the EU.
The S-mark is an optional certification
where the manufacturer certifies that the
product have been tested and approved by
Intertek.
Intertek is an independent testing institute who test products to make sure they
complies to the safety demands for electrical
safety, fire protection and mechanical risks.

A: Duct with natural draught
ventilation
1. Preferrabley, choose a fan with low
continuous flow and automatic forced
flow,  for example Pax Passad multi, or
Pax Passad 60+.

B: Duct without natural draught
ventilation
1. Preferrabley, choose a fan with low
continuous flow and automatic forced
flow,  for example Pax Passad multi, or
Pax Passad 60+.

2. If a fan with on/off function is
desired, install a model that does
not have a backdraught shutter, for
example Pax Passad 30. This way, the
natural ventilation retains even when
the fan is not in use.

2. If a fan with on/off function is desired,
install a model with backdraught shutter, Pax Passad 31. The backdraught
shutter prevents unwanted air flow in
the room when the fan is not in use.

Natural draught ventilation
Natural draught ventilation occurs when
there is a difference between indoor- and
outdoor temperature. Indoor temperature
are normally warmer and therefor lighter,
which causes it to rise. Ducts that release
exhaust air, often ventilation pipes in a hot
chimney or separate ductwork with outlets
above the roof of the building, are known as
natural druaght ventilation ducts.
For natural draught ventilation to work,
there must also be supply air vents who lets
corresponding amount of air inside, for
instance in bedrooms or living areas.
When difference between the indoor- and
outdoor temperature is minor, or none, the
effect of natural ventilation decreases or absent totally. To reinforce exhaust air, Pax fans
are installed connected to natural ventilation
ducts.
Backdraught
An exhaust duct through an outer wall, for
instance a bathroom, rarely creates natural
ventilation. To prevent backdraught in this
duct, primarily install a Pax fan with continuous flow. Alternatively, install a Pax fan with
backdraught shutter, which means the duct
is closed when the fan is not in use.

Timer function
The fan is activated by a presense sensor (IR/
light) or manually with a light or separate
switch.
At presense, rapid light change or by using
the switch, the fan is active for 15 minutes.
Suitable function for toilets.
Presense sensor - IR/light
The fan is activated via an integrated
presense sensor that registers presense and
rapid light change.
Moisture control
An integrated sensor is constantly monitoring the moisture level of the room. At
increased moisture level, the fan is activated
or increases to maximum flow.
Depending on model, the function is
adjustable or fully automatic.
Suitable for all kinds of wet areas.

Thermostat control
Fans:
The fan is automatically activated at
increased temperature. Adjustable start
temperature, suitable at heat movement.

Vents:
Pax wall vents are available with an integrated thermostat who opens and closes the vent.
Airing function
Automatically air exchange for areas where
you temporarily reside, for example summer
houses and cellars. If the fan have not been
active for 24 hours, the airing function is
activated which ensures the air exchange by
working 30 minutes every 6 hour.

Speed control
Adjustable speed control of the fan. Suitable
where contiuous air exchange is desired.
Also suitable to control the air flow with heat
movement in a house with a heat pump and/
or a fire place.
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Technical
specifications

Pax Passad® and Pax 900

Duct fans

Model

Passad multi

Passad 60+

Passad 30

Passad 31

Passad 00

Pax 900

Model

Viaduct 100+

Viaduct 125

Duct Fan 100

Duct Fan 125

Duct Fan 160

Article number

1870-1

1865-2

1855-1

1860-1

1850-1

1403-1

Article number

1901-7

1901-8

1902-3

1902-4

1902-5

Multi-pole switch
Free blowing capacity
Maximum pressure
Power consumption
Sound pressure level, at low speed
Sound pressure level, at max. speed

Yes
95 m3/h
21 Pa
<4W
17 dB(A) 3 m
21 dB(A) 3 m

Yes

Accessory

Accessory

Accessory

Free blowing capacity
Maximum pressure
Power consumption
Sound pressure level

137 m3/h
46 Pa
16 W
37 dB(A) 3 m

245 m3/h
68 Pa
24 W
39 dB(A) 3 m

250 m3/h
360 Pa
72 W
46 dB(A) 3 m

330 m3/h
325 Pa
78 W
46 dB(A) 3 m

450 m3/h
325 Pa
78 W
46 dB(A) 3 m

17 dB(A) 3 m
21 dB(A) 3 m

21 dB(A) 3 m

21 dB(A) 3 m

21 dB(A) 3 m

–
Low speed 54 m3/h. Max. speed 120 m3/h
Low speed 135 Pa. Max. speed 160 Pa
Low speed 10 W, Max. speed 38 W
25 dB(A) 3 m
48 dB(A) 3 m

Voltage/Frequency
Motor type
Enclosure class
Insulation class
Certificate
Other labels

230V AC 50Hz
Ball bearing
IP44
Class II (must not be earthed)
S – Intertek
CE

Voltage/Frequency
Motor type
Enclosure class
Insulation class
Other labels

230V AC 50Hz
Ball bearing
IPX4
Class II (must not be earthed)
CE

Duct dimension
Temperature zone
Electrical installation
Weight of the unit

Ø100–140 mm
5 – 35°C
Qualified technician
0,83 kg

Duct dimension
Temperature zone
Electrical installation
Weight of the unit

Ø100 mm
0 – 40°C
Qualified technician
0,9 kg

Class I (must be earthed)

Class I (must be earthed)

Ø100–200 mm
-20 to +35°C

Ø125 mm

Ø100 mm
-25°C to +55°C

Ø125 mm

Ø160 mm

0,9 kg

3,6 kg

3,6 kg

4,2 kg

1,6 kg

22

220

23

100
75

20
25

Ø99

Ø278

Ø158
Ø158

Ø98

59

278

Ø98

28

Ø92,5

210

248

73

Ø98

Ø237

72

23

Ø6

202
36

Ø1

Ø172

Pax Passad - all models

52

00/

90

190

Pax 900 Fan

Stated measurements may vary. Never drill holes in a wall without first checking the measurements of the physical product in question.
Pax accepts no responsibility for holes drilled without the mounting instructions being followed.
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125

/90

85

253
293

30

Ø6

202
294
334

40

82

Pax Viaduct 100+ and 125

Pax Duct fan 100 and 125

Pax Duct fan 160

Stated measurements may vary. Never drill holes in a wall without first checking the measurements of the physical product in question.
Pax accepts no responsibility for holes drilled without the mounting instructions being followed.
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Article list

Pax Eos
Model type
Article number

Pax Eos 100				
Pax Eos 100H
–				With preheater
1110-1				1110-2

Free blowing capacity [m³/h]
Power consumption [W]
The heater´s max. power at OA -20°C [W]
Sound pressure level [dB(A)] 3m
Efficiency [%]
Leakage [%]

20
40
60
80*
20
3,0
7,5
16
25
3,5
–
–
–
–
<375
18
21
27
35
19
80
78
75
–
80
5				5

Voltage/Frequency [V] [Hz]
Motor type
Enclosure class
Insulation class
Certificate
Other labels

230V AC 50Hz			
EC motor				
IP24				
Class II (must not be earthed)				
S – Intertek
CE				

Filters
Filter maintenance
Pipe connection [mm]
Placement
Self adjustable
Electrical installation
Remote control
Weight of the unit [kg]

Uteluft: G4 / Frånluft: G4			
Default 180 days (adjustable 90, 180, 270 or 365 days)
Ø 100				
Wall or ceiling			
Automatic balance between exrtact and supply air via shutter.
Qualified technichian
Included					
9				9,5

Item no.

Model

Description

EAN no.

E-no.

RSK no.

Pax Passad®

40
8,0
<375
22
78

60
18
375
29
75

80*
25
–
35
–

1850-1

Pax Passad 00 Fan

Fan that can be started/stopped using a switch

7391477185011

9302365

8758475

1855-1

Pax Passad 30 Fan

Fan with humidity control and presence sensor

7391477185516

9302366

8758476

1860-1

Pax Passad 31 Fan

Fan with backdraught shutter. Humidity control, presence sensor

7391477186018

9302367

8758477

1865-2

Pax Passad 60+ Fan

Fan with humidity and speed control, basic ventilation and multi-pole switch

7391477186520

9302379

8758486

1870-1

Pax Passad Multi Fan

Fully automatic, control-free fan

7391477187015

9302369

8758479

1875-1

Pax Passad Multi Fan Package

Complete with fan, wall pipe, external wall grille and backdraught shutter

7391477187510

9302370

8758480

8104-3

Multi-pole switch

For building into Pax Passad 00, 30, 31 and 60

7391477810432

9302373

8758326

8125-1

Passad backdraught shutter

For retrofitting of PaxPassad 00, 30 and multi

7391477812511

9302371

8758481

8126-1

Passad nose cone

Replacement for backdraught shutter on Pax Passad 31

7391477812610

9302372

8758482

8145-1

Passad spacer frame, white

Paintable spacer frame to Passad

7391477814515

9302375

8758335

8143-4

Passad cover plate, white

Paintable cover plate to Passad

7391477814348

9302374

8758327

Pax 900 Fan
Pax 900 Fan

Very powerful two-speed fan

7391477140317

9302409

8757944

8122

Backdraught shutter Pax 900

For retrofitting on Pax 900 Fan

7391477009010

9302435

8757946

Pax Viaduct and Duct Fan

167

* Extract air only

191

1403-1

1901-7

Viaduct 100+

Discreet ventilation solution Ø100

7391477190176

9302380

8758342

1901-8

Viaduct 125

Discreet ventilation solution Ø125

7391477190183

9302381

8758343

1902-3

Duct Fan 100

Powerful duct fan Ø100

7391477190237

9302382

8758348

1902-4

Duct Fan 125

Powerful duct fan Ø125

7391477190244

9302383

8758349

1902-5

Duct Fan 160

Powerful duct fan Ø160

7391477190251

9302384

8758350

8907-3

Mounting bracket 100

For duct fan Ø100

7391477890731

9302385

8758423

8907-4

Mounting bracket 125

For duct fan Ø125

7391477890748

9302386

8758424

8907-5

Mounting bracket 160

For duct fan Ø160

7391477890755

9302387

8758425

Accessories Fans
720

85
170

Ø100
Ø100

340

85

85

Ø100

595

85

85

8134

Speed and power controller

7391477081344

9302447

8757968

8155-1

Thermostat

7391477815512

9302340

8757980

8157-1

Wall pipe 100 L=150 two-pack

7391477815710

9302307

8757978

5913-1

Wall pipe 100 L=150 single-pack

7391477591317

9302442

8758148

8156-3

External wall grille 100 red

7391477815635

9302306

8758087

8156-2

External wall grille 100 black

7391477815628

9302305

8758085

8156-1

External wall grille 100 white

7391477815611

9302304

8758086

8158-1

Windbreaker hood, grey

7391477815819

9302308

8757979

8158-3

Windbreaker hood, copper

7391477815833

9302322

8758124

8158-4

Windbreaker hood, stainless steel

7391477815840

9302323

8758125

8124

Roller shutter

7391477081245

9302434

8757967

8153

Internal wall grille, white

7391477081535

9302448

8757970

8154

Internal wall grille, chrome

7391477081542

9302449

8757971

8909-6

Transferred Air Device 100 mm, white

7391477890960

9302444

8758332

8909-8

Transferred Air Device 125 mm, white

7391477890984

9302445

8758333

Stated measurements may vary. Never drill holes in a wall without first checking the measurements of the physical product in question.
Pax accepts no responsibility for holes drilled without the mounting instructions being followed.
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Pax – innovative
every day since 1945

Item no.

Model

Description

EAN no.

E-no.

RSK no.

Wall vent Ø80 round hood, manual, wall pipe, exterior wall grating

7391477000055

9302454

8758155

Pax Wall vents - Supply Air Package
2601-5

RMP 80 Supply Air Package

2601-6

RTP 80 Supply Air Package

Wall vent Ø80 round hood, thermostat, wall pipe, exterior wall grating

7391477000062

9302455

8758156

2601-7

FMP 80 Supply Air Package

Wall vent Ø80 square hood, manual, wall pipe, exterior wall grating

7391477000079

9302456

8758157
8758158

2601-8

FTP 80 supply Air Package

Wall vent Ø80 square hood, thermostat, wall pipe, exterior wall grating

7391477000086

9302457

2602-5

RMP 100 Supply Air Package

Wall vent Ø100 round hood, manual, wall pipe, exterior wall grating

7391477000178

9302466

8758167

2602-6

RTP 100 Supply Air Package

Wall vent Ø100 round hood, thermostat, wall pipe, exterior wall grating

7391477000185

9302467

8758168

2602-7

FMP 100 Supply Air Package

Wall vent Ø100 square hood, manual, wall pipe, exterior wall grating

7391477000192

9302468

8758169

2602-8

FTP 100 Supply Air Package

Wall vent Ø100 square hood, thermostat, wall pipe, exterior wall grating

7391477000208

9302469

8758170

Pax Window Vents
2901-1

AW-40 Window Vent

Indoor- and outdoor units in white plastic

7391477290111

9302312

8758191

2902-1

BW-20 Window Vent

Indoor unit aluminium, outdoor unit white plastic

7391477290210

9302314

8758193

2903-1

CW-40 Window Vent

Indoor unit aluminium, outdoor unit white plastic

7391477290319

9302316

8758195

Accessories Vents
2702-1

Thermostat cartridge

7391477000253

9302474

8758175

2702-11

dB Pipe 80

For retrofitting on manual wall vent

7391477000352

9402486

8758185

2702-12

dB Pipe 100

7391477000369

9402487

8758186

2702-3

Air filter 80/G3

7391477000277

9402476

8758177

2702-4

Air filter 100/G3

7391477000284

9402477

8758178

7201-4

Insect filter, white

7391477720144

9302491

8758190

7201-5

Particle filter, white

7391477720151

9302499

8758331

8142-1

Cover plate, indoor #175

7391477814218

9302492

8757972

2702-7

Wall pipe 80 L=150mm single pack

7391477000420

9402482

8758181

8202-1

External wall grille 80 white

7391477820219

9302309

8758093

8202-2

External wall grille 80, black

7391477820226

9302310

8758094

8202-3

External wall grille 80 red

7391477820233

9302311

8758095

Pax was started in 1945 by the entrepreneur
Folke Andersson in Eskilstuna, Sweden. The
name, Pax, is of course anything but a coincidence; it is the Latin word for peace, since he
started the company after the Second World
War had ended. He started making kitchen
extractor fans.
At this time, prosperity continued to grow
in Sweden and people’s habits changed. For
example, many started taking frequent and
long showers, and the natural ventilation of
bathrooms was no longer sufficient.
Folke Andersson, who had by now moved his
head office and manufacturing operations
to Hälleforsnäs in Södermanland County,
soon offered a solution. Pax launched Sweden’s first extractor fan that was made and
approved for wet rooms. After about 20 years
we had sold one million fans.

Today Pax is not just an extractor fan company.
We recently passed a new milestone when
Wösab and Dryson were integrated into the
Pax brand. This means that Pax now derives
its strength from three strong roots – all the
work of innovative entrepreneurs.
Our product range now encompasses
a complete assortment of heating and ventilation products that all contribute to creating
a sustainable, modern and healthy environment in your home.

Pax Eos
1110-1

Pax Eos 100

Exhaust and supply air unit with heat recovery

7391477111010

9302120

6724022

1110-2

Pax Eos 100H, with preheater

Exhaust and supply air unit with heat recovery, with preheater

7391477111027

9302121

6724023

8400-5

Filter kit for Pax Eos

Exhaust air and outdoor air filter for Pax Eos

7391477840057

Eos kit, duct- and panel system
8403-2

Eos kit external wall

Eos kit external wall

7391477840323

9302101

6724075

8403-3

Eos kit external corner

Eos kit external corner

7391477840330

9302103

6724076

8403-4

Eos kit internal corner

Eos kit internal corner

7391477840347

9302105

6724077

8403-5

Eos kit 500–1190 mm

Telescopic ducting and panels, 500 mm - 1190 mm

7391477840354

9302106

6724078

8403-7

Eos kit 1100-1790 mm

Telescopic ducting and panels, 1100 mm - 1790 mm

7391477840378

9302107

6724079

8403-8

Eos kit sound absorber

Extra sound absorber

7391477840385

9302109

6724080

8403-9

Eos kit supply air vent

Supply air vent kit to Pax Eos

7391477840392

9302110

6724081

8903-1

Sound absorber, L=300–500 mm

30

7391477890311
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